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Abstract: This paper presents a new maximum power point tracking (MPPT) method based on an incremental

conductance (IC) algorithm, constant voltage, and look-up table approach. Convergence time, one of the indicators

of MPPT quality, is considered for improving MPPT performance of photovoltaic (PV) modules. In this context, a novel

hybrid MPPT approach has been proposed. This proposed method consists of three stages. In the first stage, the value

of load resistance is calculated. Then the initial operation point of the PV module is determined by using the constant

voltage method or look-up table approach. An IC algorithm is used in order to increase MPPT accuracy in the last stage.

One of the novelties of this proposed approach is the determination criterion related to sample numbers of PV module

current or solar irradiance. With the help of this approach, the initial operation point of the PV module is optimized

before MPPT starts. Thus, convergence time is reduced. In this paper, a DC–DC boost converter has been designed

to show the performance of the proposed approach. Then the proposed approach is compared with an IC algorithm.

Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed approach is better than that of the IC algorithm in

terms of convergence time. On the other hand, since the proposed approach is convenient for reducing convergence time,

it can be used instead of variable step size algorithms. Furthermore, there are no topological constraints in the proposed

approach. Therefore, this method can be easily applied to other converter topologies for low power or microconverter

(module-based converter)-based applications.

Key words: Incremental conductance (IC) algorithm, maximum power point tracking, photovoltaic module, convergence

time

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) modules are used to convert sunlight energy into electrical energy and they are defined as

a nonlinear DC power source. The dependency of environmental factors and p–n junction structure makes

PV modules an unreliable power source for electricity continuity. Furthermore, there is one unique point on

the voltage–current (V–I) curve, which is defined as maximum power point (MPP). PV modules should be

operated under MPP condition for the purpose of obtaining high efficiency. Therefore, MPPT controlled DC–

DC converters are used to increase the energy conversion efficiency of PV modules. In this context, there are

many algorithms and methods presented in the literature [1–18].

Many algorithms and methods have been proposed to conduct MPPT operations in PV applications. The

basic aim of these algorithms and methods is to maximize the available power of PV modules. Perturbation and

observation (P&O) and IC are very common algorithms in terms of easy adaptation to PV systems and they

are always considered as cost effective methods. When the success of MPPT operation is evaluated, the P&O
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algorithm is unsuccessful for sudden changes in solar irradiance. However, the IC algorithm performs better

than P&O for this condition [1–3].

There are more conventional methods based on the characteristic value of PV modules. Maximum power

current and maximum power voltage of PV modules have linear relationships between short circuit current

and open circuit voltage, respectively, in these methods. In order to measure these variables, an additional

component is required. This additional component is usually a static switch (MOSFET, IGBT etc.). Switches

are connected in series to the PV module while open circuit voltage is measured and they are connected in parallel

to the PV module while short circuit current is measured. During these measurements, power loss increases

with the value of sample time. This additional measurement increases the cost and complexity of hardware.

Furthermore, accuracy of these methods is low compared with hill-climbing based methods [4–6]. When it

comes to look-up table-based methods [7], such as fuzzy logic and neural network techniques [8–10], they have

relatively quick response under sudden changes in environmental factors. However, unexpected disturbances,

such as shades on the PV modules, which are not assumed, detrimentally affect the MPPT performance [1,11].

Convergence time is an important issue for quality of MPPT operation. Since conventional methods do

not take into account this parameter and paradigm of response time and fluctuation at MPP are important

problems for conventional algorithms such as P&O and IC, adaptive and variable step size algorithms have

been developed [11–14]. In these algorithms, due to the variable step size approach, duty ratio is optimized and

convergence time can be reduced. However, this algorithm requires a developed microcontroller and includes

complex mathematical functions [1,2]. On the other hand, even if short circuit current or open circuit voltage

measurement-based algorithms come up with a convergence time problem, energy loss and hardware complexity

increase. Furthermore, MPPT accuracy is very low in these approaches due to variable coefficients based on

environmental factors [4–6,15–18].

This paper proposes a new approach in order to manage MPPT operation in an efficient way to reduce

convergence time. This approach consists of three stages. The first stage is the calculation of load resistance

value. Then the voltage and current of the PV module are measured twice in a small time interval. The result

of measurements determines the initial operation condition of the PV module. If PV module voltage is higher

than maximum power voltage, the initial duty cycle value of the switch gate signal is determined by the constant

voltage method. Maximum power voltage of the PV module is assumed constant under different values of solar

irradiance in this method. On the other hand, if PV module voltage is lower than maximum power voltage, the

initial duty cycle value is determined by the value of PV module current. This determination is based on the

look-up table approach. These two stages are designed to decrease the convergence time. Then the accuracy of

the MPPT operation is increased in the last stage. For this purpose, the IC algorithm is used. In order to verify

the proposed method, a DC–DC boost converter is designed to adjust equivalent resistance of the PV module,

which is an important parameter for the MPPT operation. Features of this approach can be summarized as

follows:

- This approach does not require any additional component. There are no additional sensors to realize

the MPPT operation.

- The proposed method can be applied to other DC–DC converter topologies. There are no topological

constraints. This method is applied to single PV module applications, which are called microconverter-based

MPPT in the literature.

- The proposed approach is cost effective and it can be easily conducted by using a basic microcontroller.

- Convergence time is remarkably reduced compared with the classical IC algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the IC algorithm is explained by illustrations.
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The proposed approach is presented in Section 3. Experimental studies were conducted to verify the effective

performance of the proposed approach in terms of convergence time. These experimental results are shown in

Section 4.

2. Incremental conductance algorithm

The voltage–current (V–I) characteristic of PV modules is nonlinear. Therefore, there is one unique MPP

under a certain environmental condition. This situation can be defined as a drawback for a power generation

system. In order to eliminate this disadvantageous condition, MPPT systems are used. A typical MPPT

system consists of current and voltage sensors, which are generally a Hall-effect current sensor and voltage

divider circuit, respectively, a DC–DC converter, and a MPPT algorithm as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A typical MPPT system.

IC is a hill-climbing–based MPPT algorithm. An important feature of this algorithm is its high tracking

accuracy under sudden changes in solar irradiance [1,2]. In this algorithm, first of all, the current and voltage of

the PV module are measured. Incremental conductance and instantaneous conductance are calculated. Then
some comparisons are made in order to determine the direction of duty ratio of the switch gate signal as

presented in Figure 2. The mathematical basis of this algorithm is derivative of power with respect to voltage.

As given in (1-3), there are three possible conditions for the initial operation point of the PV module.

dP

dV
= 0 →

∆I

∆V
= −

I

V
→ MPP (1)

dP

dV
> 0 →

∆I

∆V
> −

I

V
(2)

dP

dV
< 0 →

∆I

∆V
< −

I

V
(3)

In order to explain this algorithm, the derivative of power with respect to voltage can be used as a control

index. Figure 3a shows a typical V–P (voltage–power) characteristic of the PV module. If the value of this

index is negative, reference voltage has to be increased. On the other hand, if this is positive, reference voltage

has to be decreased. Since the operation point of the PV module depends on the value of load resistance and

dynamic environmental conditions, this index is rarely equal to zero. Contrary to the P&O algorithm, MPPT

accuracy is perfect under quick changes in solar irradiance for this algorithm as given in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of IC algorithm.

Table 1. All possible scenarios of the IC algorithm.

General condition
First Change in

Happened
Duty

Next point
MPPT

point condition cycle success
MPP-1 RLoad ++ A (P↓V↓) D ++ B

Perfect

Fixed solar B RLoad ++ A (P↓V↓) D ++ G
irradiance (2Qamb) MPP-1 RLoad – D (P↓V↑) D – C

C RLoad – D (P↓V↓) D – Below C
MPP-2 2Qamb B (P↑V↓) D – G

Variable solar MPP-2 2Qamb C (P↑V↑) D ++ MPP-1
irradiance MPP-1 Qamb E (P↓V↓) D ++ H

MPP-1 Qamb F (P↓V↑) D – Below F

The operation principle of this algorithm can be summarized as follows. If the PV module operates under

MPP condition, this operation condition continues by the time change of solar irradiance and/or temperature

occurs. In other words, change of duty cycle (d = 0) equals zero, if environmental conditions are the same.

However, the value of load resistance may change at any moment. For example, if the new operation point of

the PV module changes from MPP-1 to A, which means a decrement of power as shown in Figure 3b, point A

is an inefficient point (2Qamb) and PV module voltage has to be increased in the next cycle. It is possible to

experience the same situation in the right side of MPP-1 (2Qamb) , if the operation point changes from MPP-1
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to D. PV module voltage has to be decreased from point D to C for this condition. Table 1 summarizes all

possible conditions for MPPT operation.

Figure 3. a) V-P curve of PV module b) Explanation of IC algorithm.

The amount of solar irradiance and temperature may change at any moment. It may cause a change

in the operation point of the PV module. For example, if the amount of solar irradiance increases from Qamb

(orange curve) to 2Qamb (blue curve) as shown in Figure 3b, the new operation point of the PV module

changes from point MPP-2 to B. According to Eq. (2), PV module voltage decreases and the new operation

point is close to G. Therefore, the success of the algorithm is perfect for this condition. On the other hand,

the operation point may change from point MPP-2 to C. According to Eq. (2), PV module voltage increases

for this condition. Consequently, when the IC algorithm is used, MPPT operation is easily achieved perfectly.

However, convergence time still needs to be improved in order to reduce energy loss.

3. Proposed MPPT approach

MPPT is rather a complex process. Many parameters need to be optimized in this process. In this study,

a simple, high speed, and cost effective method is proposed in order to achieve MPPT operation with low

convergence time. In this context, the proposed approach consists of three stages. The value of load resistance

is calculated by using Ohm’s law in the first stage. Then the initial operation point is determined by using one

of two approaches. One of the approaches is based on the constant voltage method. When the initial operation

point is lower than maximum power voltage, this method is used. The other approach is estimation of the

amount of solar irradiance. When PV module voltage is higher than maximum power voltage, this approach

is used. These two substages are designed to determine the initial value of the duty cycle of the switch gate

signal. In the last stage, the IC algorithm is used to increase the accuracy of MPPT.

3.1. Analysis of the proposed MPPT approach

The software side of the MPPT system is an algorithm or method, which is the main focus of this study.

The MPPT process consists of three stages. The value of load resistance is calculated in the first stage. This

calculation is realized before MPPT starts. Therefore, PV module current equals output current of the boost

converter. This stage is easily implemented by measuring the output voltage of the boost converter and the

current of the PV module. Thus, the value of load resistance is calculated as given in Eq. (4):

RLoad =
VO

IPV

, (4)
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where RLoad is the value of load resistance, VO is the output voltage of the boost converter, and IPV is the PV

module current. The second stage is the determination of the initial operation point. Therefore, PV module

current and voltage are measured twice for different values of duty cycle. During these measurements, duty ratio

values have to be chosen close each other. Then PV module power is calculated for two operation conditions.

By defining an index as given in Eq. (5), the initial operation point of PV module is determined.

k =
dP

dV
=

P (n+ 1)− P (n)

V (n+ 1)− V (n)
(5)

If value of k is negative, PV module voltage is higher than maximum power voltage. The operation point of the

PV module is on the right side of the MPP. In this circumstance, there is rather a limited change in voltage of

the PV module on the right side of the MPP and maximum power voltage can be accepted as constant for this

condition. The initial duty cycle is calculated as given in Eq. (6) in this stage. Vmpp (STC) and Impp (STC) are

the PV module voltage and PV module current under standard test conditions, respectively. η is the efficiency

of the DC–DC converter.

D = 1−

√

Vmpp(STC)

Impp(STC)×RLoad × η
(6)

If the value of k is positive, PV module voltage is lower than maximum power voltage. The operation point of

the PV module is on the left side of the MPP. The voltage range of the PV module is very large on the left

side of the MPP with respect to the right side. Therefore, PV module current is the reference parameter for

this condition. PV module current is measured under different solar irradiance levels and these measurement
results are tabulated. According to the tabulated data, equivalent resistance of the PV module, which is voltage

divided by current, is set as the reference parameter and the initial value of duty cycle is calculated as given in

Eq. (7):

D = 1−

√

Rmpp(Q)

RLoad × η
(7)

3.2. Tabulation of current and equivalent resistance values of the PV module

The look-up table consists of two variables, namely PV module current and equivalent resistance of the PV

module. The input variable of the look-up table is PV module current, which is used to estimate the amount

of solar irradiance. Then PV module current is used to calculate the equivalent resistance of the PV module,

Rmpp (Q), which is the output variable of the look-up table. Determination of how to tabulate these variables

is as follows. PV module current is obtained by simulations or experiments under different solar irradiance

conditions. Then V–I characteristic curves of the PV module are obtained under certain conditions. As
presented in Figure 4, five different V–I curves are obtained by simulation studies. With the help of these

characteristic curves, MPP voltage and current are obtained. Finally, Rmpp (Q) is calculated as given in Eq.

(8):

Rmpp(Q) =
Vmpp(Q)

Impp(Q)
, (8)

where Vmpp (Q) and Impp (Q) are the maximum power voltage and maximum power current under certain

conditions, respectively. After tabulation, the value of Rmpp (Q) is determined by the value of PV module
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Figure 4. V–I curve of PV module under different solar irradiance.

current. Then the duty cycle of the switch gate signal is calculated by Eq. (6) or Eq. (7). Thus, the initial

value of the duty cycle is close to its optimum. Convergence time decreases obviously through our proposed

approach. Number of Rmpp (Q) is a critical parameter that determines MPPT success. For this parameter, Eq.

(9) can be defined:

ISC(Qn) > IPV (n) > Impp(Qn) ⇒ Rmpp(Qn) =
Vmpp(Qn)

Impp(Qn)

∣

∣

∣

∣

n=1,2,3,4,5.....

(9)

Even if several V–I curves of the PV module can be obtained under different solar irradiance conditions, there

is a correlation between the number of V–I curves and the success of the proposed approach. This correlation

has to be confirmed in order to ensure the success of our proposed approach. The success of MPPT depends

on the mathematical formula given in Eq. (10). Figure 5 outlines this mathematical equation.

∆In = ISC(Qn)− Impp(Qn) < ∆ISC(Qn −Qn−1) (10)

The third stage of the proposed approach is included for the purpose of increasing MPPT accuracy. Therefore,

the IC algorithm is used and MPPT accuracy is increased. Figure 6 presents a general schematic of the proposed

approach.

Figure 5. Illustration of Eq. (10).
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Figure 6. General schematic of proposed approach.

3.3. Power converter circuit

MPPT systems require a power converter circuit, which is a boost converter in this study. The design of the

boost converter with MPPT operation is slightly different from the conventional one. The difference is related

to how to determine the peak inductor current. While inductor current is calculated by using minimum input

voltage in the design of the conventional boost converter, inductor current has to be calculated by using the

maximum power voltage of the PV module as given in Eq. (11):

L = Vmpp

∆t

Impp

=
D × Tp

∆Impp

, (11)

where D is the duty cycle, TP is the switching period, and ∆Impp is the ripple of inductor current. The other

design process can be summarized as follows. The output capacitor of the boost converter should be chosen as

large as possible to reduce the ripple of the capacitor voltage. PIC18F452 has been used to generate the PWM

signal for the power switch. This microcontroller is also used as an analogue digital converter and analogue

data are converted to digital data by PIC18F452. Table 2 summarizes the specification of the designed system.

Figure 7 shows the designed circuits.

Table 2. Specification of designed circuit.

Input voltage range 10.8–21.6 V Switch IRFP450
Maximum input current 5.42 A Diode MUR860
Switching frequency 20 kHz Microprocessor PIC18F452
Ripple of inductor current 30%xImpp Current transducer LTS 25 N-P
Ripple of output voltage 1%xVout Sense of voltage Voltage divider
Inductor 1 mH Capacitor 100 uF
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Figure 7. Photo of MPPT system.

4. Experimental results

A boost converter has been designed to perform MPPT operation with the proposed approach. The designed

boost converter has been performed with the IC algorithm to compare with the performance of the proposed

approach. It is noted that since experimental studies are realized in a few minutes, environmental conditions

are approximately the same.

Load resistance is 33 Ω and the step size of the duty cycle is set as 2% in the first case. The power

converter is performed with the IC algorithm and convergence time takes approximately 30 ms in this case.

Figure 8a shows changes in voltage and current for the first case. Then the boost converter is performed with

the proposed approach. Convergence time is obviously reduced, because the initial value of the duty cycle is

determined by the look-up table approach and convergence time is approximately 10 ms. Figure 8b presents

changes in voltage and current for the proposed approach.

Figure 8. a) Case 1: IC b) Case 2: Proposed approach.

The step size of the duty cycle is set as 1% for the purpose of comparing with the first two cases. As

shown in Figure 9a, convergence time increases as expected and is approximately 50 ms. When our boost

converter is performed with the proposed MPPT approach, convergence time decreases, and is approximately

10 ms. Thus, it is verified that since the initial operation point is determined as close as possible to its optimum

due to the proposed approach, convergence time is not affected by the changes in the step size of the duty cycle

as presented in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9. a) Case 3: IC b) Case 4: Proposed approach.

5. Conclusion

MPPT is an important issue in PV systems. One of the important topics to be developed is to decrease

convergence time. The main difference of this study is decreasing the convergence time to MPP by not affecting

the amount of fluctuations in voltage and current of the PV module at the MPP. Although convergence time and

fluctuations of voltage and current are a dilemma in the variable step size algorithm, there is no methodology

constraint in the case of the proposed approach. Therefore, convergence time is considered independently in

this study.

In this paper, a new approach has been presented to reduce convergence time by not affecting the amount

of fluctuations at the MPP. The proposed approach consists of three stages. The value of load resistance is

calculated in the first stage. Then the initial operation point of the PV module is determined by the look-up

table or constant voltage method in the second stage. If the initial operation point of the PV module is on the

left side of the MPP, the tabulation (look-up table) method is used. On the other hand, if the initial operation

point is on the right side of the MPP, the constant voltage method is used. In the last stage, the IC algorithm

is used to ensure the correctness of MPPT.

Experimental studies have been carried out with the conventional IC algorithm and the proposed ap-

proach. It is shown that convergence time is remarkably reduced when the proposed method is applied. More-

over, there is no remarkable difference in convergence time for different step sizes of the duty cycle. However, it

is shown that the step size of the duty cycle affects this time when the IC algorithm is applied. Consequently,

it is verified that the proposed approach performs better than the IC algorithm and it can be applied to other

DC–DC converter topologies to reduce the convergence time, especially for low power or microconverter-based

applications. In addition, this method can be chosen as an alternative to the variable step size IC algorithm

presented before.

In further research, in addition to convergence time, the partial shading problem will be studied under

sudden changes in solar irradiance and load resistance.
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